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FL180
The FL180 is a stable and flexible floor lift that can be 
used in all types of lifting situations. It allows lifting 
from high surfaces, such as a chair, bed, wheelchair 
or commode, in addition to lifting from the floor. Easy 
to maneuver and transport, store and set up, the 
FL180 has everything you need in a floor lift. Its base 
can be adjusted electrically or manually for greater 
flexibility. The floor lift also has mechanical or electri-
cal emergency lowering.

FL320
The FL320 is an aluminum lift for bariatric use with 
a weight capacity of 320 kg. It has electrical raising 
and lowering functions, base-width adjustment and 
adjustable mast height in 3 positions. Armrests add 
reassurance and stability for the user when gait train-
ing, toileting etc. Equipped with 4” front wheels and 
5” lockable rear wheels, in addition to an easy access 
emergency stop button, the FL320 is an ideal floor lift 
for many types of lifting situations.

FL180/FL320

A mobile lift allows lifting 
from high surfaces, from a 
chair, wheelchair and from 
the floor.

Mobile Lift Solutions

Technical specifications

Description Part no. Total Weight Base Height Length Width (min-max) Height (min-max)

FL180 kit North America
FL180 kit Australia
FL180 kit Great Britain
FL180 kit Japan
FL180 kit Europe

70967-NA
70967-AU
70967-GB
70967-JP
70967-EU

32 kg (70 lbs) 11,5 cm 
(4,5”)

114 cm 
(44,9”)

63-111cm
(24,8-43,7”)

145-199 cm
(57,1 - 78,3”)

FL320 kit Australia
FL320 kit Europe
FL320 kit Great Britain
FL320 kit North America

71967-AU
71967-EU
71967-GB
71967-NA

50 kg (110 lbs) 15,5 cm 
(6,1”)

132 cm 
(52”)

76,5-119cm 
(30,1-46,9”)

146-215,5cm 
(80,9-84,8”) 

Accessories:
Hanger bar 37 cm(14”) for FL180
Hanger bar 47 cm(18,5”) for FL180
Hanger bar 50 cm(20”) for FL180
Hanger bar 4-point for FL320

70979
70978
70977
71366

Description Wheels Protection Class Lifting Interval Material Emergency Lowering Weight Capacity

FL180 Front: 75 mm (3 inch.) twin wheelsRear: 
75 mm (3 inch.) twin wheels with brakes.

IPX4 1320mm (52”) Aluminium Mechanical and 
electrical

180 kg (397 lbs)

FL320 Front: 105 mm. twin wheelsRear: 125 
mm. Twin wheels with brakes.

IPX4 1320mm (52”) Aluminium Mechanical and 
electrical

320 kg (700 lbs)

Kit includes: Lift, hand control, charger and hanger bar (50 cm 2-point hanger bar for FL180 and 4-point hanger bar for FL320) 


